
OH MagicPremium 
Build your own sun

Since the invention of sunlamps over 100 years ago, 
the brand „Original Hanau“ stands for innovation and 
progress.
Again and again Original Hanau developed special 
products for new requirements and was able to pro-
ceed changes in the market.

This successful tradition will now be continued with 
the new UV assembling set.

So be a step ahead and offer your customers every 
season the optimal sunshine.

In our UV assembling set the new tube generation OH 
MagicPremium is used. These new tubes are charac-
terized by enhanced UV-A and UV-B values.

Depending on the desired application, you can focus 
on an effective, immediate tanning (more UV-A) or 
production of new pigmentation (more UV-B).

Even the combination of both is possible.
And in addition, the second generation of our Blue:Q 
lamps makes our UV assembling set perfect.

The UV assembling set by Original Hanau can offer 
an optimal and indiviual tanning within the current 
legal requirements.
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UV assembling set
individual tanning
The different effects of UV radiation on our body are infl uenced 
by the intensity, the spectral composition and timing of the 
irradiation. In addition, the current and individual sensitivity play 
a role.

With the new OH MagicPremium tubes from Original Hanau, 
you can equip your sunbeds to your current and indivdual 
needs.

type partnumber wattage(W)
OH MP A-TAN 3URO 100 R 80041231 100
OH MP B-TAN 3URO 160 80041201 160
OH MP A-TAN 3URO 160 R 80040953 160
OH MP A-TAN 3URO 160 R EL 80041230* 80-200
OH MP B-TAN 3URO 180 19 EL 80041241* 80-200
OH MP A-TAN 3URO 160 EL 80041240* 80-200
OH MP A-TAN 3URO 160 R LO 80040951* 160
*for the use with electronic ballast

UV assembling set 
MagicPremium tubes
tanning according to your indivudual needs

tpye partnumber wattage (w)
OH M BLUE:Q 2.0 400 E 80040602 400
OH M BLUE:Q 2.0 400 S 80040772 400
OH M BLUE:Q 2.0 500 EC 80040601 500

OH N 24/50 EF 45006544 400
Solution 400 E 80040435 400

UV assembling set
high pressure lamps
indivdiual solutions

UV assembling set
A-Tan tubes
The OH MagicPremium A-Tan tubes have their output focused 
at approx. 370nm. The natural sun has only a lower intensity in 
this spectral range.
So, you can achieve a strong immediate pigmentation in a 
short time with the OH MagicPremium A-Tan tubes; if enough 
pigments are present.

UV assembling set
B-Tan tubes
The OH MagicPremium B-Tan tubes have their output focused 
at about 350nm. The natural sun has a lower intensitiy in this 
spectral range, too.
Furthermore, they have an increased UV-B portion between 
280nm and 315nm, which is reduced in other 3uro tubes.
Especially in the winter time, when the natural sun is too weak, 
OH MagicPremium tubes can provied a reliable source of Vita-
min D.
And the B-Tan tubes can guarantee a stable dose during the 
process of building new pigmentation.
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